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Dear Graduates,

Today is a very proud moment for you, your family and friends, and for the University of South Florida. Congratulations on achieving your dream.

We fully appreciate just how hard you worked to reach this milestone. You have faced high standards since you entered USF. You have undoubtedly changed in many ways, some obvious, others more subtle. You have refined your skills in the arts of listening, researching and thinking. You have learned the confidence to challenge ideas and developed the communication skills to preserve relationships while engaging in dialogue with others.

May your life’s journey never take you far from these principles, and may it frequently bring you back to USF.

Sincerely,

Judy Genshaft
President
University of South Florida
Founded in 1956, the University of South Florida is a national research university with campuses in Tampa, St. Petersburg, Sarasota-Manatee and Lakeland. USF is classified among the nation's premier research universities by the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching. Of the 4,321 colleges and universities classified by the foundation, USF is one of only 95 in the U.S. honored to be in the top tier and one of four universities in Florida at the highest level.

With more than $310 million in externally-funded research dollars, USF is one of the nation's fastest growing research universities. USF researchers have garnered international recognition in diverse fields such as anti-bioterrorism, robotics, brain repair, aging, juvenile homicide, popular culture and contemporary art.

USF students benefit from studying with renowned faculty who are on the leading edge of discovery in their fields of inquiry. The university offers more than 200 undergraduate, master's, specialist and doctoral programs, including the doctor of medicine.

With more than 45,000 students, USF is large and diverse. It is the ninth largest public university in the country. Students come from every state and more than 130 different countries. More than 30 percent are African American, Hispanic, Asian American, Native American and other races and ethnicities.

Located in one of the nation's fastest-growing metropolitan areas, USF's areas of strength reflect its urban setting. It has established a reputation for generating high-tech research and economic development, discovering health care solutions that save lives and improve the quality of those lives, identifying and solving real-world problems, and providing rich artistic, cultural and intellectual activities.
The Symbols of Learning

Modern academic regalia evolved from the kinds of apparel worn by monks and students in the 11th and 12th centuries to keep warm in the medieval castles and halls in which they studied. Academic life as we know it today began in the Middle Ages — first in the church, then in the guilds. The teaching guild was the Guild of the Master of Arts, and the Bachelor was the apprentice of the Master. Their dress was the outward sign of stature and responsibility. Academic regalia was thus a visible manifestation — in color, pattern and design — that unified those of common discipline and like purpose. In later centuries, to preserve the regalia's dignity and meaning, universities set rules of academic dress. American universities agreed on a definite system in 1895, establishing a code of approved attire. In 1932, the American Council on Education revised this code, which, for the most part, governs the style of academic dress today. The principal features of academic dress are three: the gown, the cap and the hood.

THE GOWN — The gown has become symbolic of the democracy of scholarship, for it completely covers any dress of rank or social standing. The sleeves of the gown indicate the level of the degree held by the wearer. A long, pointed sleeve indicates the bachelor's degree. The master's gown has an oblong sleeve cut in an arc, with a slit at either the upper arm or wrist. The USF doctor's gown has bell-shaped sleeves and three black bars on the sleeve. The doctoral robe also has the seal of the university on the velvet facing.

THE CAP — The freed slave in ancient Rome won the privilege of wearing a cap, and so the academic cap is a sign of the freedom of scholarship and the responsibility and dignity with which scholarship endows the wearer. Old poetry records the cap of scholarship as a square symbolizing the book, although other authorities claim that it is a mortar board, the symbol of the masons, a privileged guild. The color of the tassel on the cap denotes the discipline. The tassels on the caps (mortar boards) worn by the faculty may be black or a color indicating the degree. Those who hold a doctoral degree may wear a gold tassel. It is traditional for degree candidates to wear their tassels on the right and for those holding degrees to wear them on the left. Graduates transfer their tassels to the left after conferring of the degrees by the President.

THE MACE — The USF Mace, used during all Commencement ceremonies, is a ceremonial staff similar to those used by many institutions of higher learning to show the right of academic institutions to grant degrees to graduates. The USF mace is used during all Commencement ceremonies and is carried by the President of the Faculty Senate. Our mace includes a gold pine cone at its top to represent growth and continuity. Eight silver semicircles, which support the pine cone, stand for the eight colleges in existence at USF when the mace was commissioned in 1998. When not in use, today’s mace is displayed in the foyer of the President’s office. The original university mace is on display in the Alumni Center.

THE MEDALLION — The medallions worn by candidates for the bachelor's degree identify those graduating with honors. The black hood of a bachelor's candidate indicates a student who has earned the Honors College degree.

THE SASH — The golden-colored sash is made available to students who are members of university honors societies. The sash is embroidered with the university seal and the student's honors society. International students may choose to wear a special sash honoring their home country. The colors of their sash reflect the colors of their native flags.

THE HOOD — The hoods are lined with the official colors of the institution conferring the degree. They are edged and bound with velvet of the color appropriate for the degree. At USF, the lining of the hood is green with a gold chevron, representing the university’s colors.

THE COLORS — In regalia, academic disciplines are noted by color. These colors can be found on undergraduate and master’s tassels and on master and doctorate hoods on the velvet edging.

- Apricot — Nursing
- Black — Independent Studies
- Blue (dark) — Philosophy, African Studies, Economics, History, International Studies, Medical Sciences (doctorate), Political Science, Psychology, Sociology, Women's Studies
- Blue (light) — Education
- Blue (peacock) — Public Administration
- Blue (Rhodes) — Audiology
- Brown — Visual and Performing Arts
- Citron — Social Work, Criminology, Rehabilitation and Mental Health Counseling
- Crimson — Mass Communications
- Drab — Business
- Green — Medicine
- Orange — Engineering
- Pink — Music
- Salmon — Public Health
- Violet — Architecture
- Silver — Speech Communications
- Teal — Physical Therapy
- Yellow — Anthropology, Biology, Bio Medical Sciences, Chemistry, Communication Sciences and Disorders, Environmental Science, Geography, Geology, Gerontology, Information Technologies, Medical Sciences (Masters), Medical Technology, Mathematics, Marine Science, Physics, Speech Pathology
- Yellow (lemon) — Library Science
- Yellow (pineapple) — Hotel and Restaurant Management
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Ron Jones, Dean, Visual and Performing Arts
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CLOSING/RECESSIONAL
Michael Barber
Congratulations! Today you join a proud tradition.

Since the very first graduating class in 1963, USF alumni have brought honor and distinction to the university in many areas, including medicine, business, law, the arts, public service, technology, engineering and education. With each passing year—and graduating class—the university’s stature continues to grow as its alumni are recognized across the state and nation, and around the world. From this day forward, you will carry on that tradition.

Wherever your future takes you, you’ll carry with you the distinguished reputation of a world-class university. As a student, you benefited from those who came before you and helped contribute to the value of your USF experience and degree. Now, as an alumnus, you will make your own contributions to benefit generations of USF students to come.

Pride, Loyalty, and Tradition—We challenge all USF alumni to get involved in some way. Whether it’s with a local alumni chapter, a national society or by attending Alumni Association events, you can make a difference.

We are truly proud of the accomplishments you celebrate today. We hope we can count on your support to help improve our university through your participation with the USF Alumni Association.

Sincerely,

Michele Norris, ’79
President, USF Alumni Association
Candidates For Degrees From the Graduate School
Associate Provost and Temporary Interim Dean Kofi Glover, Ph.D.

Candidates For The Doctorate

College of Arts and Sciences

Doctor of Philosophy

Anthony E. Adams, B.A., Southern Illinois University; M.S., Southern Illinois University (Communication)
Dissertation: Learning, Living, and Leaving the Closet: Making Gay Identity Relational
Major Professor: Arthur P. Bochner, Ph.D.

Adam Charles Bandelli, B.A., Fairleigh Dickinson University; M.A., Fairleigh Dickinson University (Psychology: Industrial-Organizational Psychology)
Major Professor: Walter C. Borman, Ph.D.

Nicole Melinda Bekman, B.S. Cornell University; M.A., University of South Florida (Psychology: Clinical Psychology)
Dissertation: The Relationship Between Individual Differences in Cognitive, Social, and Personality Development and the Increase in Complexity of Children’s Alcohol Expectancies
Major Professor: Mark Goldman, Ph.D.

Elizabeth Johnson Bergman, B.A., Auburn University-Main; M.A., University of South Florida (Aging Studies)
Dissertation: Service Utilization Among Bereaved Spouses and Family Caregivers
Major Professor: William E. Haley, Ph.D.

Deborah E. Colbert, B.A., University of South Florida; M.A., University of South Florida (Psychology: Cognition, Neuroscience & Social Psychology)
Dissertation: Manatee Sound Localization: Performance Abilities, Interaural Level Cues, and Usage of Auditory Evoked Potential Techniques to Determine Sound Conduction Pathways
Co-Major Professors: Toru Shimizu, Ph.D., and David Mann, Ph.D.

Angela Marie Day, B.A., University of Cincinnati-Main; M.A., University of South Florida (Communication)
Dissertation: Family Business Daughters: The Ties That Bind and Divide
Major Professor: Jane E. Jorgenson, Ph.D.

Angela Christine Fairweather, B.A., University of Kansas-Main; M.A., University of Dayton (Psychology: Clinical Psychology)
Dissertation: The Moderating Role of Meaning and Defense Mechanisms in the Association Between Child Sexual Abuse and Relationship Dysfunction
Main Professor: Bill Kinder, Ph.D.

Shereece A. Fields, B.A., Duke University; M.A., University of South Florida (Psychology: Clinical Psychology)
Dissertation: The Role of the Theory of Planned Behavior in Therapists’ Involvement of Parents in Youth Treatment
Major Professor: Vicky Phares, Ph.D.

Edward John Ford, B.A., University of South Florida; M.A., University of South Florida (Applied Anthropology)
Dissertation: Life on the Campaign Trail: The Political Anthropology of Local Politics
Major Professor: Kevin Yelvington, Ph.D.

Katrina Vanessa Gordon, B.S., University of the West Indies (Biology)
Dissertation: Multiplex Virulence Typing of Clinical and Environmental Vibrio vulnificus Isolates
Major Professor: Valerie J. Harwood, Ph.D.

Sheri Jacobs Hartman, B.A., Washington University in St. Louis; M.A., University of South Florida (Psychology: Clinical Psychology)
Dissertation: The Relationship of Cognitive, Emotional, and Interpersonal Factors to Screening and Health-Promoting Behaviors Among Sisters of Breast Cancer Patients
Major Professor: Paul B. Jacobsen, Ph.D.

Sylvia Marilyn Herbozo, B.A., University of Central Florida; M.A., University of South Florida (Psychology: Clinical Psychology)
Dissertation: The Effects of Ambiguous Appearance-Related Feedback on Body Image, Mood States, and Intentions to Use Body Change Strategies in College Women
Major Professor: J. Kevin Thompson, Ph.D.

Andrew Ferdinand Herrmann, B.A., Ramapo College of New Jersey; B.A., St. Louis University; M.A., St. Louis University (Communication)
Dissertation: Narratives and Sensemaking in the New Corporate University: The Socialization of First Year Communication Faculty
Major Professor: Arthur P. Bochner, Ph.D.

Melissa Estelle Hill, B.A., St. Mary’s University; M.S., University of Texas at San Antonio (Geology)
Dissertation: An Evaluation of Conduit Confinement and Model Performance
Major Professor: Mark T. Stewart, Ph.D.

Tiffany Fitzsimmons Hughes, B.S., Allegheny College (Aging Studies)
Dissertation: The Role of Lifestyle Factors in Cognitive Aging and Dementia
Co-Major Professors: Brent J. Small, Ph.D., and Ross Andel, Ph.D.

Haitham Ameed Khoury, B.A., American University of Beirut; M.A., University of South Florida (Psychology: Clinical Psychology)
Dissertation: The Moderating Influence of Culture on the Relationship Between Role Stressors, Job Satisfaction, and Organizational Commitment
Major Professor: Paul E. Spector, Ph.D.

Heidi Grenke King, B.A., University of Pennsylvania; M.A., University of South Florida (Psychology: Clinical Psychology)
Dissertation: Risk Reduction Decision Making in Women with BRCA1/2 Gene Mutations
Major Professor: Paul B. Jacobsen, Ph.D.

Elena Nicole Lopez Khoury, B.A., Duke University; M.A., University of South Florida (Psychology: Clinical Psychology)
Dissertation: Effects of a Body Image Manipulation on Smoking Motivation
Major Professor: Thomas H. Brandon, Ph.D.

Julia Leigh Mason, B.A., Westminster College; M.A., University of South Florida (English: Rhetoric & Composition)
Dissertation: Net/Work: Composing the Posthuman Self
Major Professor: Debra Jacobs, Ph.D.

Gregory John McManus, B.Sc., University of Prince Edward University (Chemistry)
Dissertation: Structural Diversity In Metal-Organic Materials
Major Professor: Michael J. Zaworotko, Ph.D.

Kimberly E. O’Brien, B.A., SUNY at Albany; M.A., University of South Florida (Psychology: Industrial-Organizational Psychology)
Dissertation: A Stressor-Strain Model of Organizational Citizenship Behavior and Counterproductive Work Behavior
Major Professor: Tammy D. Allen, Ph.D.
Caroline DeAnne Peterson, B.A., College of William & Mary (Applied Anthropology) Dissertations: Psycho-Social-Cultural Risk Factors for Breech Presentation Major Professor: Lorena Madrigal, Ph.D.

Emily Bretherick Rowland, B.S., University of North Alabama (Chemistry) Dissertation: Enantioselective Bronsted Acid-Catalyzed Reaction Methodology. Part A: Enantioselective Mannich Reaction. Part B: Enantioselective Desymmetrization of meso-Aziridines Major Professor: Jon C. Antilla, Ph.D.

Gerald Bobby Rowland, Jr., B.S., University of North Alabama (Chemistry) Dissertation: Enantioselective Bronsted Acid-Catalyzed Addition of Carbon and Nitrogen Nucleophiles to Imines Major Professor: Jon C. Antilla, Ph.D.

Craig Allan Siders, B.A., University of Nebraska-Lincoln; M.A., Minnesota State University-Mankato; M.A., University of South Florida (Psychology: Clinical Psychology) Dissertation: Error Related Negativity in Parkinson's Disease: A Test of the Validity of Mesencephalic Dopamine Contributions to ERN Major Professor: Cynthia Cimino, Ph.D.

Kendall Smith-Sullivan, B.A., Huntingdon College; M.A.E., University of Alabama at Birmingham (Communication) Dissertation: The Autobiographic Call: Current Considerations and Possible Futures Major Professor: Carolyn Ellis, Ph.D.


College of Business

Doctor of Philosophy

Chia-Wei Chen, B.S., National Chengchi University; M.B.A., University of Houston (Business Administration) Dissertation: Two Essays on Multiple Directorships Co-Major Professors: Jianping Qi, Ph.D., and Ninon Sutton, Ph.D.

Robert Christopher Jones, B.S., University of Florida; M.B.A., Rollins College; M.A., University of South Florida (Business Administration) Dissertation: The Effects of Depressed Mood on Academic Outcomes in Adolescents and Young Adults Major Professor: Gabriel Picone, Ph.D.

Johan L. Perols, B.S.C., Colorado Christian University (Business Administration) Dissertations: Detecting Financial Statement Fraud: Three Essays on Fraud Predictors, Multi-Classifier Combination and Fraud Detection Using Data Mining Co-Major Professors: Kaushal Chari, Ph.D., and Jacqueline Reck, Ph.D.

Hong Wan, B.A., Peking University; M.B.A., Virginia Tech University (Business Administration) Dissertation: Two Essays on Corporate Governance - Are Local Directors Better Monitors, and Directors Incentives and Earnings Management Major Professor: Chris Pantazis, Ph.D.

Darunee Dujaisik, B.Ed., Ramkhamhaeng University; M.A., University of South Florida (Second Language Acquisition & Instructional Technology) Dissertations: The Effects of Pre-Writing Strategy Training Guided by Computer-Based Procedural Facilitation on ESL Students' Strategy Use, Writing Quantity, and Writing Quality Major Professor: Wei Zhu, Ph.D.

Danielle Maya Eadens, B.A., University of South Florida; M.A., University of South Florida (Curriculum & Instruction: Interdisciplinary Education) Dissertation: Police Officers' Perceptions Regarding Persons with Mental Retardation Major Professor: Ann Cranston-Gingras, Ph.D.

Kathleen Mary Fowler, B.A., University of South Florida; M.A., University of South Florida; M.A., University of South Florida (Curriculum & Instruction: Special Education) Dissertation: Transition Experiences of Selected Emerging Adults With Emotional and Behavioral Difficulties in Higher Education Major Professor: James Paul, Ed.D.


Brian Thomas Gaunt, B.A., Florida State University; M.A., University of Nevada-Reno; Ed.S., University of South Florida (School Psychology) Dissertation: Qualitative Analysis of Teacher Perceptions and Use of the Dynamic Indicators of Basic Early Literacy Skills (DIBELS) Within A District-Wide Reading First Program Co-Major Professors: Kelly A. Powell-Smith, Ph.D., and Michael J. Curtis, Ph.D.


Richard Scott Kelso, B.S., University of Florida; M.B.A., University of South Florida (Curriculum & Instruction: Higher Education: Administration) Dissertation: Measuring Undergraduate Student Perceptions of Service Quality in Higher Education Major Professor: Donald A. Dellow, Ed.D.

Melinda Moran Lundy, B.A., University of South Florida; M.A., University of South Florida (Curriculum & Instruction: Higher Education: Administration) Dissertation: The Nature of Questioning Mores Used by Exemplary Teachers During Reading Instruction Major Professor: Kathryn Laframboise, Ph.D.

Johan Perols, B.S.C., Colorado Christian University (Business Administration) Dissertations: Detecting Financial Statement Fraud: Three Essays on Fraud Predictors, Multi-Classifier Combination and Fraud Detection Using Data Mining Co-Major Professors: Kaushal Chari, Ph.D., and Jacqueline Reck, Ph.D.

Hong Wan, B.A., Peking University; M.B.A., Virginia Tech University (Business Administration) Dissertation: Two Essays on Corporate Governance - Are Local Directors Better Monitors, and Directors Incentives and Earnings Management Major Professor: Chris Pantazis, Ph.D.

Darunee Dujaisik, B.Ed., Ramkhamhaeng University; M.A., University of South Florida (Second Language Acquisition & Instructional Technology) Dissertations: The Effects of Pre-Writing Strategy Training Guided by Computer-Based Procedural Facilitation on ESL Students' Strategy Use, Writing Quantity, and Writing Quality Major Professor: Wei Zhu, Ph.D.

Kathleen Mary Fowler, B.A., University of South Florida; M.A., University of South Florida; M.A., University of South Florida (Curriculum & Instruction: Special Education) Dissertation: Transition Experiences of Selected Emerging Adults With Emotional and Behavioral Difficulties in Higher Education Major Professor: James Paul, Ed.D.


Brian Thomas Gaunt, B.A., Florida State University; M.A., University of Nevada-Reno; Ed.S., University of South Florida (School Psychology) Dissertation: Qualitative Analysis of Teacher Perceptions and Use of the Dynamic Indicators of Basic Early Literacy Skills (DIBELS) Within A District-Wide Reading First Program Co-Major Professors: Kelly A. Powell-Smith, Ph.D., and Michael J. Curtis, Ph.D.


Richard Scott Kelso, B.S., University of Florida; M.B.A., University of South Florida (Curriculum & Instruction: Higher Education: Administration) Dissertation: Measuring Undergraduate Student Perceptions of Service Quality in Higher Education Major Professor: Donald A. Dellow, Ed.D.

Melinda Moran Lundy, B.A., University of South Florida; M.A., University of South Florida (Curriculum & Instruction: Higher Education: Administration) Dissertation: The Nature of Questioning Mores Used by Exemplary Teachers During Reading Instruction Major Professor: Kathryn Laframboise, Ph.D.
College of Engineering

Doctor of Philosophy

Hasari Celebi, B.S., Yildiz Teknik Universit-e; M.S., San Jose State University (Electrical Engineering)
Dissertation: Location Awareness in Cognitive Radio Networks
Major Professor: Huseyin Arslan, Ph.D.

Jason Scott Collins, B.S., Vanderbilt University; M.S.C.E., University of South Florida (Civil Engineering: Transportation)
Dissertation: Evaluation of Contraflow Lanes for Hurricane Evacuation
Major Professor: Jian Lu, Ph.D.

Monica Anmarrie Gray, B.S., University of West Indies; M.S., University of Georgia (Civil Engineering: Water Resources)
Dissertation: Sustainable Control of Ascaris Lumbricoides (Worms) in a Rural, Disease Endemic and Developing Community: A Systems Approach
Major Professor: Noreen Poor, Ph.D.

Upavan Gupta, B.C.A., International Institute of Professional Studies-Indore; M.S.C.S., University of South Florida (Computer Science & Engineering)
Dissertation: Utilitarian Approaches for Multi-Metric Optimization in VLSI Circuit Design and Spatial Clustering
Major Professor: Nagaranjan Ranganathan, Ph.D.

Sathyararish Jeedigunta, B.Tech., SreeNidhi Institute, M.S.E.E., University of South Florida (Electrical Engineering)
Dissertation: Growth and Characterization of Nanocrystalline Diamond Films for Microelectronics and Microelectromechanical Systems
Co-Major Professors: Ashok Kumar, Ph.D., and Shekhar Bhansali, Ph.D.

Niraj Ramachandran, B.E., Shivaji University; M.E., Lamar University (Engineering Science)
Dissertation: Corona Ion Deposition: A Novel Non-Contact Method for Drug and Gene Delivery to Living Systems
Major Professor: Mark J. Jaroszczeski, Ph.D.

College of Marine Science

Doctor of Philosophy

Marina Marrari, B.S., University National de Mar del Plata (Marine Science: Biological Oceanography)
Dissertation: Characterization of the Western Antarctic Peninsula Ecosystem: Environmental Controls on the Zooplankton Community
Major Professor: Kendra L. Daly, Ph.D.

College of Medicine

Doctor of Philosophy

Carisa Renee Davis, B.S., University of South Florida; M.S., University of North Carolina-Charlotte (Medical Sciences)
Dissertation: Pandemic Vibrio Parahaemolyticus: Defining Strains Using Molecular Typing and a Growth Advantage at Lower Temperatures
Co-Major Professors: Andrew Cannons, Ph.D., and Huntington Potter, Ph.D.

Lili He, B.E., Beijing Institute of Technology; M.S.M.S., University of South Florida (Medical Sciences: Pathology & Laboratory Medicine)
Dissertation: Molecular Mechanism of Aurora-A Kinase in Human Oncogenesis
Major Professor: Jin Q. Cheng, Ph.D.
Lixian Jiang, B.S., Human Normal University; M.S., Academy of Military Medical Sciences (Medical Sciences: Pathology & Cell Biology) Dissertation: Interactions of Neurons, Astrocytes and Microglia with HUCB Cell Populations in Stroke Models: Migration, Neuroprotection and Inflammation Co-Major Professors: Alison Willing, Ph.D., and Samuel Saporta, Ph.D.

Christopher Charles Leonardo, B.A., Syracuse University; M.S.M.S., University of South Florida (Medical Sciences: Molecular Pharmacology & Physiology) Dissertation: The Role of Extracellular Matrix and Matrix-Degrading Proteases in Neonatal Hypoxic-Ischemic Injury Major Professor: Keith R. Pennypacker, Ph.D.

Qiuping Ma, B.S., China University; M.S.M.S., University of South Florida (Medical Sciences: Pathology & Cell Biology) Dissertation: Role of PTEN Factors as the Nuclear Mediator for PTEN-AR Antagonism in Prostate Cancer Cells Major Professor: Wenlong Bai, Ph.D.

William Veljko Nikolic, B.S., Florida Atlantic University; M.S., Florida Atlantic University (Medical Sciences: Molecular Medicine) Dissertation: Immunosurveillance as a Potential Therapeutic Approach for Alzheimer’s Disease Co-Major Professors: Jun Tan, Ph.D., and Huntington Potter, Ph.D.

Glenn William Roma, B.S., University of Florida (Medical Sciences) Dissertation: Systematic Analysis of Structure-Function Relationships of Conserved Sequence Motifs in the NADH-Binding Lobe of Cytochrome b5 Reductase Major Professor: Michael J. Barber, Ph.D.

Monica Shotts Messer, B.S., Incarnate Word College; M.S., University of California San Francisco (Nursing) Evidence Based Research Project: Development and Content Validity Testing of Survey Tools to Measure Hospital Ancillary Staff Knowledge of and Attitudes Toward Pressure Ulcer Prevention Major Professor: Barbara A. Redding, Ed.D.

Yong Sue O’Donnell, B.S., University of Miami; M.S., University of South Florida (Nursing) Evidence Based Research Project: Rapid Response at Delivery: An Obetrical Rapid Response for Shoulder Dystocia Major Professor: Cecilia M. Jeffit, Ph.D.

Rasheeta Devedra Chandler, B.S., Florida A&M University; M.S., University of South Florida (Nursing Science) Dissertation: Communication Systems and HIV/AIDS Sexual Decision Making in Older Adolescent and Young Adult Females Co-Major Professors: Mary E. Evans, Ph.D., and Janie Canty-Mitchell, Ph.D.

Alison Jones Montpetit, B.S., University of North Carolina-Wilmington; M.S., University of South Florida (Nursing Science) Dissertation: Modulation of Monocyte-Derived Dendritic Cell Maturation and Function by Cigarette Smoke Condensate in a Bronchial Epithelial Cell Co-Culture Model Co-Major Professors: Mary E. Evans, Ph.D., and Shyam S. Mohapatra, Ph.D.

Daryle Hermelin Wane, B.S.N., Downstate Medical Center NY; M.S., University of South Florida (Nursing Science) Dissertation: Health Decision Behaviors: Appropriateness of Dietary Choice Major Professor: Jason W. Beckstead, Ph.D.

Vanessa Tapanes, B.S., Florida Atlantic University; M.S., Florida Atlantic University (Nursing Science) Dissertation: Systematic Analysis of Structure-Function Relationships of Conserved Sequence Motifs in the NADH-Binding Lobe of Cytochrome b5 Reductase Major Professor: Michael J. Barber, Ph.D.

College of Nursing

Doctor of Nursing Practice

Ruth McClendon Anderson, B.S., Florida State University; M.S., University of Miami (Nursing) Evidence Based Research Project: Incorporating the Use of Human Patient Simulators Across a Community College Nursing Curriculum Major Professor: Barbara A. Redding, Ed.D.

Monica Shotts Messer, B.S., Incarnate Word College; M.S., University of California San Francisco (Nursing) Evidence Based Research Project: Development and Content Validity Testing of Survey Tools to Measure Hospital Ancillary Staff Knowledge of and Attitudes Toward Pressure Ulcer Prevention Major Professor: Barbara A. Redding, Ed.D.

Yong Sue O’Donnell, B.S., University of Miami; M.S., University of South Florida (Nursing) Evidence Based Research Project: Rapid Response at Delivery: An Obetrical Rapid Response for Shoulder Dystocia Major Professor: Cecilia M. Jeffit, Ph.D.

Rasheeta Devedra Chandler, B.S., Florida A&M University; M.S., University of South Florida (Nursing Science) Dissertation: Communication Systems and HIV/AIDS Sexual Decision Making in Older Adolescent and Young Adult Females Co-Major Professors: Mary E. Evans, Ph.D., and Janie Canty-Mitchell, Ph.D.

Alison Jones Montpetit, B.S., University of North Carolina-Wilmington; M.S., University of South Florida (Nursing Science) Dissertation: Modulation of Monocyte-Derived Dendritic Cell Maturation and Function by Cigarette Smoke Condensate in a Bronchial Epithelial Cell Co-Culture Model Co-Major Professors: Mary E. Evans, Ph.D., and Shyam S. Mohapatra, Ph.D.

Daryle Hermelin Wane, B.S.N., Downstate Medical Center NY; M.S., University of South Florida (Nursing Science) Dissertation: Health Decision Behaviors: Appropriateness of Dietary Choice Major Professor: Jason W. Beckstead, Ph.D.

College of Public Health

Doctor of Philosophy

Katherine Ann Best, B.A., University of South Florida; M.S.W., University of South Florida; M.P.H., University of South Florida (Public Health; Community & Family Health; Social & Behavioral Sciences) Dissertation: The Cumulative Effects of Victimization, Community Violence, and Housebold Dysfunction on Depression and Suicide Ideation in a Cohort of Adolescent Females Co-Major Professors: Jeannine Coreil, Ph.D., and Roger A. Boothroyd, Ph.D.

Abdelmalek Khili, B.B., Tunisia College; M.D., Monastir College of Medicine (Public Health; Environmental & Occupational Health; Toxicology and Risk Assessment) Dissertation: Etiological Characterization of Emergency Department Acute Poisoning Major Professor: Raymond D. Harbison, Ph.D.

James Davis McCluskey, B.S., University of South Florida; M.D., University of South Florida; M.P.H., University of South Florida (Public Health; Environmental & Occupational Health; Toxicology & Risk Assessment) Dissertation: Benzene Related Hematological Disorders: Evidence for a Threshold in Animals and Humans Major Professor: Raymond D. Harbison, Ph.D.

Max Jacobo Moreno Madriñán, B.S., Universidad National De Colombia; M.S., Pontificia Universidad Javeriana (Public Health; Environmental & Occupational Health; Environmental Health) Dissertation: Eutrophication Trend of Lakes in the Tampa Bay Watershed and the Role of Submerged Aquatic Vegetation in Buffering Lake Water Phosphorus Concentration Co-Major Professors: Noreen D. Poor, Ph.D., and Mark Ross, Ph.D.

Robert Ellsworth Tabler, Jr., B.A., University of West Florida; M.A., University of South Florida (Public Health: Community & Family Health; Social & Behavioral Sciences) Dissertation: The Social Construction of a Special Needs Program for Hurricanes Major Professor: Elizabeth A. Gultz, Ph.D.

Candidates For The Specialist Degree

College of Education

Colleen S. Kennedy, Dean

Education Specialist

Curriculum & Instruction, Reading-Language Arts Education
Susan Frances Torpey

Curriculum & Instruction, School Psychology
Jose Castillo
Stephanie Tamara Mihalas
Giselle Sanchez
Vanessa Tapanes

Educational Leadership
Patricia Ann Collins
Laurie Fedenko
Kimberly Ann Penman
Candidates For The Masters Degree

College of Arts and Sciences
Eric Eisenberg, Interim Dean

Master of Arts
American Studies
Natalie Kersey Gillis

Applied Anthropology
Douglas Carl Reeser

Chemistry
Karla Evett Foster

Communication
Shaheddeen M’Nasri
Timothy James Quinn
Evie Moriah Simmons

Criminal Justice Administration
Paul Joseph Andrews
Mark Robert Berger
Stephen G. Bergstrom
Melissa G. Burch
Michael Cotignola
Mario D. DiTroia
UsilFa Annabelia Emileon
Regan Mary Fuller
Ashley Nicole Gehrig
Blain Anthony Goff
Tashika Patrice Green
Stephanie Eleni Kambouris
Kimberly Anne McGrain
Stephanie Eleni Kambouris
Tashika Patrice Green
Blain Anthony Goff
Ashley Nicole Gehrig

Geography
Philip Wayne Buck

Gerontology
Jill Suzanne Ardila
Antoneta Granci
Emily Vaughn Smith
Sarah Marie Van Dyke

History
Jacqueline Colleen Barber
John W. Bush II
Suet Yee Shery Chanis
James Cullen Trueman III

History, American History
Heather Lynn Geisler

History, European History
Brittany Joy Merritt

Library & Information Science
Adriene Irene Acocella
Jennifer Lynn Bennett
Tracy Jean Bonnett
Sara Ann Boyd
Amanda Marie Brato
Hana Rachael Brown
Kathleen Brunner
Teresia LaNetta Cook
Nicolette R. Dewsbury
Heather Marie Dodge
Allison Marie Etzel
Andrea Helen Fossman
Michelle D. Frasier
Iraida Garcia
Ryan Patrick Gray
Deborah A. Harris
Melanie Goodman Hensel
Alexander Hernandez
Joseph Anthony Hernandez
Reyneiro Hernandez Castro
Joyce Norman Hinton
Kathryn Elaine Hodgson
Ashley Yann Johnson
Patricia Garrington Johnson
Margaret Marie Josephsen
Marydell Joyce
Tracy Alaine Lanier
Alicia Wooddruff Larsen
Denise Stephanie Levitt
Jennifer M. Lopez
Tsu Yin Christina Lue
Michelle Stenger Martinez
Rebecca Fay Meyer
Robert Daryl Miller
Ann Marie Nappa
Tahreerah Raquian Nasai
Sean James O’Shea
Jennifer Elaine Ohnstad
Claudia Ortega
Lucille Jean Owen
Kenneth Perez
John Lee Perry
Lauri C. Rebar
Amber Reites
Richelle Lynne Riningr
Rachael S. Robledo
Elizabeth Sarah Rodriguez
Richard D. Roth
Jame Lyn Segno
Alice L. Sivers
Marcia Ann Stapenak
Willi LeRoi Tarver
Thomas R. Taylor
Kathleen R. Walker
Deborah Michelle Williams
Kimberly Jean Yau

Linguistics
Brett Marie Montegny

Linguistics: English as a Second Language
Eridan J. Thompson

Mass Communications
Suzette Marie Fisher

Mass Communications, Strategic Communication Management
Erika Giovanna Lenza
Carol Sedra
Courtney Cornell Wright

Mathematics
John Alexander Clark

Mathematics, Pure & Applied
James Paul Jennings-Wycoff
Kenneth Charles Killian

Mathematics, Statistics
Bongjin Choi
Dimitrios Vovoras

Philosophy
Kristina L. Biniek
William H. Koch

Political Science
Marla Grace Frazier

Psychology, Clinical Psychology
Catherine Canby Balderston
London Courtenay
Butterfield
Lauren Marie Bylsma
Andrea Elibero

Psychology, Industrial-Organizational Psychology
Heather Elizabeth Meikle
Raymond Charles Ottinot

Rehabilitation & Mental Health Counseling
Casey Leanne Collier
Mandy Lynn Milstead

Religious Studies
Zachary Joseph Holloway
Tara Angela Miguire

Sociology
Aaron C. Howell
Donald E. McLawhorn, Jr.

Spanish
Alejandro De La Pava-Riano

Master of Liberal Arts
Liberal Arts, Africana Studies
Marlon Demetrius Graham

Liberal Arts, Humanities
Lisa Emmeluth Hanes
Jennifer Ann Melko

Master of Public Administration
Public Administration
Javier A. Vargas

Master of Science
Biology
Phoebe West Koch
Phaedra J. Thomas

Chemistry
Jaci Lynn Annette Brant

Environmental Science & Policy
Denara Lynn Manning

Geology
Tanya Marie Beck
Michelle Lynn Caplinger

Geology, Coastal Geology
Tiffany Marie Gellard

Geology, Hydrogeology
Katherine Moore Powell

Microbiology
Steven Andrew Horton

Physics
Jakub Pritz

Speech-Language Pathology
Bridgette Lee Alexander
Sarah Elizabeth Barnaby
Keri Lynn Bickmeyer
Nicole Alicia Blesie
Margo Kathleen Caby
Jala Carol Callahan
Kristen Leigh Carns
Bari Rachel Cohen
Alice Olivia DePinto
Candice Lee Dennie
Calista J. Diepholz
Brooke Rochelle Dobin
Karen Rose Hill
Timothy D. Hill
Erika Leigh Johnson
Sara Jeanette Johnson
Kelli Ann Lewis
Kate Bridget Moran
Kathryn E. Nevins
Nicole Danielle Palumbo
Katherine Ann Pelley
Amanda Lynn Rancocchia
Amber Renee Schepp
DeWan April Snelling
Rafia Maya Taylor
Lauren Marie Toner
Kelli Lauren Wetzel

Master of Social Work
Social Work
Pappachan P. Chacko
Michelle Marie Geddes
Trina E. Hallows
Caren Sue Lawrence
Shannon Dawn Leigh
Brenda Jean Lloyd
Jenifer Kesha Melville
Thomas Edward Muecke
Nancy Kathryn Newman
Aimee O’Sullivan
Melinda Lee Pierce
Stacy Schmoll
Kate Eileen Stoker
Julia Michelle Thrasher
Kristin L. Towhill
Marilyn Jean West
Cheryl Lynn Wolfert
Kacia Erin Zuill
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College of Arts and Sciences  
St. Petersburg  
Frank Biafora, Dean

Master of Arts  
Mass Communications, Journalism Studies  
Amy Noel Beeman  
Donna L. Rogers

Master of Liberal Arts  
Liberal Arts, Florida Studies  
Jennifer Lynn Aldrich

College of Business  
Robert Forsythe, Dean

Master of Accountancy  
Accountancy  
Mary Frances Fulmer  
Marc D. Kennedy  
Jennifer Singing Lin-Naylor  
Jessica Lynn Loft  
Kira Michelle Mieir  
Pamela Berndt Patton  
Dena Lorraine Poole  
Steven Benedicto Russell  
Svitlana Us  
Joseph Neville Zuk

Master of Business Administration  
Business Administration  
Ryan Oliver Androff  
David L. Barber, Jr.  
Katie Irene Berg  
Damin Todd Bever  
Brian Matthew BonAnno  
Lee K. Carbonelli  
Jennifer Nicole Carter  
Katherine Summar Chakour  
Gabriel Cruz  
Augusta Ruth Dunko  
Joseph Michael Fontana, Jr.  
Radhika P. Gandre  
Mercy E. Gomez Pinzon  
Kristin Ann Gonzalez  
Gordon McIntyre Greene, Jr.  
Michael P. Hasey  
Shakira Evelyn Hayward  
Christopher James Hokes  
Sebastien Hom  
Michelle K. Johnson  
Bradley Scott Jones  
Sudipkumar P. Karnavat  
Anthony Katz

College of Business  
St. Petersburg  
Geralyn McClure Franklin, Dean

Master of Business Administration  
Business Administration  
Adolfo Adrian Arabitg  
Krista Johanna D’Amico  
Tomas Dutty  
David Paul McCarthy  
Bryan G. Meaney  
Lucrezia Jean Parisi  
Charles A. Polansky

College of Education  
Colleen S. Kennedy, Dean

Master of Arts  
Adult Education  
Ryan Michael Hearn  
Arnaldo Mejias, Jr.  
Dorothy A. Martin Nettles

Career & Technical Education  
Carol R. Wulldorf Andrews  
Elizabeth Ann Erickson  
Kelly Essary  
Claude J. Fleurimond  
Robert James Joyce  
Albert Peter Kelleher  
Joseph Francis McGonkey  
Debi Lynn Phillips  
Gail Pucker  
Charles Steven Rutledge  
Jaclyn M. Solas  
Carla C. Thomas  
Todd Robert Van Aukon  
Gail Trachman Videtto  
Keith R. Wazacki

Early Childhood Education  
Megan Ashley Young

Elementary Education, Elementary Curriculum  
Ollie Katina Adams  
Wendy Jo Carey  
Jennifer Lynn Kelly

Guidance & Counselor Education  
Frances Ivonne Alvarez  
Wendy Breck Caldwell  
Caren Linda Hitzelberger  
Gina A. Rivera  
Kathryn Emily Taylor  
Lorayne Thayer  
Kevin Patrick Wein

Physical Education  
Emily Anne Ambrose  
Jennifer Joanne Ballard  
Nathan Robert Bender  
Dan J. Corsi  
Robbin A. Friesel-McQuiniff

School Psychology  
Sasha Nicola Annis  
Jennifer M. Cunningham  
Kristelle McFarland  
Joshua Nadeau  
Leezah Marie Rooks  
Ashley Nicole Sundman  
Amanda Lynn Thalji

Science Education, Biology  
Megan Elizabeth Ehlers

Social Science Education  
Jonathan Edward Higgins  
Charles Lawrence Leitzke  
Amy L. McNab

Special Education: Behavior Disorders  
Ginger Diane Pilitteri  
Mary Elizabeth Ridged

Special Education: Mental Retardation  
Maria Barrera Coloyan

Special Education: Specific Learning Disabilities  
Lisa Courtney Gibson  
Christina Marie McCosh  
Stacey Lee Spies

Master of Arts in Teaching  
Elementary Education  
Adelle Frances Benson  
Millicent Brown-Calero  
Edward Thomas Clark  
Lakecia L. Dupree  
Matthew Wayne Keller  
Teresa Lynn McMullife

English Education  
Steven Robert Austin  
Keri Horn  
Sally Porter Nymark

Foreign Language Education  
Suada Dunja Heindl  
Cindy L. Hicks

Middle Grades Mathematics  
Sheila Marie Stark

Science Education  
Lorien Brooks  
Luiza Miron Holtzberg

Social Science Education  
Diane Elizabeth Luke  
Howard Andrew Smith  
 Julie Anne Williams  
Sinead T. Williams

Master of Education  
Curriculum & Instruction, College  
Student Affairs  
Candice Leigh Perilstein

Curriculum & Instruction, Early Childhood Education  
LaToya Michelle Allen  
Alissa Ann Restivo  
Shawnda Stephens Weaver  
Elizabeth Ann Wells

Curriculum & Instruction, English Education  
Noel Elizabeth Campbell

Curriculum & Instruction, Foreign Language Education  
Bruce Allen Busch  
Lamonte George Habrich
Reading Education
Barbara Regina Clark
Gina Lazzara Fontana
Lynd Marie Hagelin
Marie Fontana Hartney
Billie JoAnne Johnson
Salome Theresa Lawrence
Patricia Ovitt Layton
Adela Ruiz Lopez
Maybelly Pabon
Emily Guillen Pedlow
Beatriz Pulido
Elizabeth Curry Smith
Kimberly Marie Stang

Master of Arts in Teaching
Special Education: Varying Exceptionalities
Philip A. Gill

Master of Education
Educational Leadership
Stephanie Barrese
Kathryn M. Gavin
Monica Elaine McIntosh
Lori E. Mobeley
Kim Lois Carley Richards
Brenda Kaye Tisler

College of Engineering

John M. Wieneck, Dean

Master of Civil Engineering

Civil Engineering
Jay Michael Gill
Hamid Iram
Michael James MacKinnon
Charles Wilner

Civil Engineering, Structures
Robert Thomas Gaskins

Environmental Engineering
Joseph Russell Graham
Jenavee Hoskins Miller

Master of Environmental Engineering

Environmental Engineering
Courtney Allison Mann
Cheryl-Anne Patricia Nichols
James Pascal Ross, Jr.

Master of Industrial Engineering

Industrial Engineering
Eyad Mohammed Al-Ahmadi
Ayman Farooq Sharief
Nebrass Abdulaziz Taibah

Master of Science in Biomedical Engineering

Biomedical Engineering
Amanda Beth Edgington
Michael Ryan Guinn
Alexandra Lauren Johnson
Khahn Rubenstein
Nicole Serena Williams

Master of Science in Chemical Engineering

Chemical Engineering
Pabitra Choudhury
Lars Erin Ecklund-Mitchell
Reshina K. Harrinath
David Alan Walker

Master of Science in Civil Engineering

Civil Engineering
Brandon Seth Berke
Cristian Cotrim

Civil Engineering, Transportation
Tao Pan

Civil Engineering, Water Resources
Clint Ryan Cuffle

Master of Science in Computer Engineering

Computer Engineering
Subramanyam I. J.
Nagalakshmi

Master of Science in Computer Science

Computer Science
Dmytro V. Bilov
Sergiy Fefiatyev
William Grosbach
Brendan Francis Klar

Master of Science in Electrical Engineering

Electrical Engineering
Atma Ranjit Bellamkonda
Julio Cesar Costa
Sathish Hanumanthu
Krishna Priya Kurra
Christopher Jude Lynch
James Elliott Lyon
Lance Everett Nettles
Huy Do Tuong Nguyen
Suzette Marie Presas
Andreas Stark
Vidya Tatineni

Master of Science in Engineering Science

Environmental Engineering
Ryan Algeron Michael

Master of Science in Industrial Engineering

Industrial Engineering
Shaqing Chen

Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering

Mechanical Engineering
Jayadeep Deva Reddy
John Andrew Fedock
Lorenzo William Hankla
Derek James Lara
Daniel Viliceus

Graduate Studies
Kofi Glover, Interim Dean

Master of Arts

Applied Behavior Analysis
Jessica L. Colon
Michael M. Gripe
Tamela Cheri DeWeese-Giddings
Gretchen J. Mathews
Dennis Martin
McClelland, Jr.
Lindsey Marie Merritt
Judith Marie Mowery
Lea L. Taylor

College of Marine Science

William T. Hogarth, Dean

Master of Science

Marine Science
Tammy L. Collins
Marianne Elizabeth Dietz
Jennifer Ann Flannery
Alexa Ramirez
Eri Michelle Symonds
Jessica Lorraine Whitaker

Marine Science, Biological Oceanography
Rebekah Duncan Baker
College of Medicine
Stephen K. Klasko, Dean

Master of Science in Medical Sciences

Medical Sciences
Sandra A. Acosta
Jamiee Lee Afeld
Camille Marie Alfonso
Michael Joseph Carney
Rafael Eduardo Chang
Lowell D. Dawson
Janin Christin Diaz
LiTia Shaquann Etheredge
Jessica Lynn Farrell
Chante TK Fuller
Courtney Elizabeth Hunt
Michael Shawn Kern
Cristin Maureen Linton
Catherine Maldonado
Josh McClure Morganti
Wyzscx Merfil Patacxil
Derrick Rowe
Socheata Un
Joanna Konstantina
Voulouris
Shaunte Nicole Williams
Elise M. Wohlfarth

Medical Sciences, Aging and Neuroscience
Jennifer Noel Jernberg
Donald Eugene Williams III

Medical Sciences, Clinical and Translational Research
Samuel V. Agresta

Medical Sciences, Interdisciplinary Medical Sciences
Michelle Renee Adcox
Ian Muhsin AlKhafaji
Marcus Denard Freeman
Chantal Emmanuelle Guidi
Stephanie Elizabeth Hawk
Danniel Christine Horne
Grace Li
Michael Brian MacIntire
Patrick William McNair
Katherine Thi Nguyen
Lena Amy Navin Patel
Leigh Ann Nattkemper
Maika Tan Nguyen
Bradley Nathan Patton
Jeremy Leon Ramdial
Kaja Q’Trell Richard
Iwona Sainvil
Ekta Azad Shah
Elizabeth Claire Sopo
Christopher Sosa
Jill Catherine Turner
Sarah Li-Jea Yong

Medical Sciences, Women’s Health
Gina Jean-Francois

College of Nursing
Patricia A. Burns, Dean

Master of Science
Nursing, Acute Care Nursing
Bibi Saleema Koo

Nursing, Adult Health Nursing
Michael Lawrence Armstrong
Joseph Rocco Basi
Jane Patricia Fischer
Jennifer May Forrer
Allison Fromm
Nan J. Jameson-Lee
Lisa Marie Johnson-Losinski
Ellise Parrish Mills
Rea Kae Rhodes
Ann Marie Robinson
Joy Sherry Viars

Nursing, Clinical Nurse Leader
Nancy Lee Olliver

Nursing, Family Health Nursing
Jessica Lynn Cohen
Tara Lee Gross
Hugo D. Pestana
Patricia A. Salmeron
Holly Lorraine Solnick
Christine Kaye Tisinger
Nicola Suzanne Tomlinson

Nursing, Family Health Nursing, Nursing Education
Shannon Leigh Morse

Nursing, Nursing Education
Dianna R. Gerwig
Toni Newberry Linck
Melanie M. Thoenes

Nursing, Oncology Nursing
Lori Ann Dennison
Joann Mueller Heaton

Nursing, Psychiatric-Mental Health Nursing
Marcy Elizabeth Gleicher
Patricia M. McGoughlin

College of Public Health
Donna J. Petersen, Dean

Master of Health Administration
Health Administration
Jennifer Lee Kaldor

Master of Public Health
Public Health, Behavioral Health
Anxhela Gjyshi
Melanie Erin Present

Public Health, Environmental Health
Joseph Russell Graham
Monica Annmarie Gray

Public Health, Epidemiology
Stephanie Kathleen Bell
Ashley Corinne Bos
Tiffany Fitzsimmons
Hughes
Maria Ismael Macedo
Kelly Ann Murphy
Caroline DeAnne Peterson
Jonathan E. Stevens

Public Health, Epidemiology and Biostatistics
Manoj B. Agrawat

Public Health, Executive Program for Health Professionals
Alina M. Perez

Public Health, Global Communicable Disease
Rosemary Wangari Mbogu
Brian Vesely
Brandi Lee Wallace

Public Health, Global Communicable Disease, Vaccines and Immunization
Rosemary Wangari Mbogu

Public Health, Global Health Practice
Abyssinia B. Bandoh
Nadia Kathleen Deeb
Roxanna Effekhari
Katrina D. Freund
Layelh¢ Ignegongba
Douglas Carl Reeser
Angela Marie Sanders
Gina Maria Sosa Betances

Public Health, Health Care Organizations & Management
Natalia A. Abbas

Public Health, Maternal & Child Health
Jennifer Tess Marshall
Jennifer Carvalho Salem

School of Architecture & Community Design
Charles C. Hight, Dean

Master of Architecture

Architecture
Bryan Arthur Flemings
Jared P. Willoughby

College of Performing Arts

Music, Conducting
Nicholas E. Brata

School of Architecture & Community Design

Master of Science in Public Health

Public Health, Behavioral Health
Myesha ReNell Johnson

Public Health, Global Communicable Disease
Kelly Ann Fitzpatrick

Public Health, Health Policy & Management
Patricia Lucia Spencer

Public Health, Occupational Medicine Residency
Gregory Scott Krivovayk, M.D.

College of Visual & Performing Arts

Art History
Shannon Mary Annis
Ryan Josey Morgan

Master of Music

Music, Conducting
Nicholas E. Brata
College of Arts and Sciences

Eric Eisenberg, Interim Dean

Bachelor of Arts

African Studies
LaShonn Marie Foster
Gloria Wilfred Jean
Noel, Jr.
Gaetane Joseph
Vanessa Lynn Moorer
Rachelle Roman

American Studies
Hailey Hocey
Krysteeana M. Wakefield

Anthropology
Nicolea Bertrand
Michelle Yvonne Davis
Jo-Ann Robin Elsberry
Erin Nichole Finnegan
Marianne Lindsay Gilgoly

Magnus Cum Laude
Abigail Victoria Harper

Magnus Cum Laude
Laura Evelyn Huber
Edward Michael Krause
Latasia-Like Quinnette

Leela
Christine Elizabeth Martin
Kirsten Baird Mertens

Magnus Cum Laude
Matthew James Morley
Elizabeth Ellen Rehse
Sadiya Sassine
Jesica Davin Staples
Mark Campbell Vargo, Jr.
Jessica Darlene Willoughby

Anthropology and Sociology
Anthony Frank Madias

Magnus Cum Laude

Chemistry
Gary Nguyen
Christian Chang I. Tang

Chemistry, Biochemistry/Biotechnology
Jason R. Cuce
Jaclyn Nicole Hayner
Craig A. Larsen II

Chemistry, Health Professions
Shari Deanna Clemente
Phong Kim Phane

Classics - Latin/Greek
Asa Alexander Cabbage
Emmanuel John Filax

Communication
Michelle A. Adelufosim
Britney Danielle Baker
Brandon Spiegel Bauman
William Gerard Carey
Marisa Kimberly Kahn
Tony Hoon Tae Kim
Rebecca Shantae Lowe
Eugenia May Lung
Jonathan Taylor Nellson
Stephanie Radwan
Rebecca Elaine Rung
Katherine Elizabeth Safy
Jennifer Lynn Sasser
Susan Michelle Sipes
Amanda Lynn Wilkie

Communication Sciences & Disorders, Interpreter Training
Diana Louise Bishop
Mary Elizabeth Drbal
Chelsea Overly-Carvallo
Tanesh Nicole Smith

Communication Sciences & Disorders, Language, Speech & Hearing
Elin Patricia Anderson
Andrea M. Bermudez Castro
Jessica Lynn Cleaveon
Suzanne Rosing Lippy
Lavina Ursula McAlmont
Michelle Dawn Miller
Shavonne Peggy Odoms
Summa Cum Laude
Micaela S. Sabel
Crystal A. Shaw-Oberle
Kendall Ruth Tope
Cum Laude

Communication, Interpersonal & Organizational
Jaime Adlin Almeroth
Dustin Carl Andricks
Tessa Dominique Anzalole
Magnus Cum Laude
Amy C. Bedsole
Stacy Louise Bennett
Magnus Cum Laude
Nicholas Andrew Blackwell
Kia Lavelle Bracson
Jaclyn Marie Cavalieri
Amy Christine Cleary
Maria Christina Coletta
Summa Cum Laude

Angela Marie Conkel
Amanda Marion Cox
Tara-Neshia Lashaw
Crawford
Ashlee Jean Figg
Margan Michelle Frey
William Patrick Hamman
Jack Richard Hemingway
Sarah Elizabeth Henshaw
Molly Lee Hinson
Amber Karelle Jackson
Jenny Jean
Kristina Marie Kendall
Thomas Russell Kovach
Nanette Lewis Ragsdale
Christopher St. Dominick
Reid
Julian Mechial Riley
Arlette Celeste Sandoval
Jessica Renee Stafford
Matthew Stephen Swartz
Shardae Laren Thorne
Charles P. Trippy III
Sean Patrick Van Vleet
Megan Marie Moschell
Maureen Elizabeth Murphy
Richard L. Przebozski
Monique Rondel Washington
Arnetta Woodall
Johanna P. Zrinyi

Communication, Public & Cultural
Carolyn Dawn Baker
Ryan Christopher Barnett
Jeremy Scott Bills
Magnus Cum Laude
Jelena Cremona
Jessica Elizabeth Gribb
Marisa Kay Dodson
Asgeadech A. Etsubrneh
Leslie Rochelle Filson
Jala Chloe Girod
Nkenji Wondly-Kaye Green
Amy Gregory
Veronica Y. Peterman Jones
Karen Karem Josephs
Kristen Aileen King
Marcelline M. Lanoue
Jacqueline P. Maas
Lauren Marie McSorley
Keli Renea Middleton
Natalyn Marie Miller
Samina Munshie
Luciana Pavone
Daniel Allen Rabinowitz
Veronica Lynn Read
Daniel Nolan Rayon
Rusty Troy Toth
Joseph Valdezale II
Amanda Lee Wregg
Morgan Leigh Yarborough

Criminology
Kimberly Marie Altier
Peter Alexander Andrade
Uvonk Voncll Armstrong
Heather R. Baird
Ashley Jean Bechtel
Jilliam Monique Bell
Lee Reehval
Oriana Trabia Bruno
Joyetta S. Burgess
Jennifer Michelle Burton
Mary Michelle Calaballo
Matthew Leland Cannon
Nicholas S. Carter
Anthony B. Cavalone
Rachel Rebecca Chadezy
Jessica Lachae Chatlow
Shabara Khinomo Clarke
Ian Christopher Coffie
Keith Alan Cook
Drew Frederick Davis
Neal Anthony DeLaca
Kevin Louis Decina
Ashley Dawn Eannarino
Hasan Thomas Edwards
Eileen Altogracia Espinal
Jennifer Joella Farr
Joshua P. Flynn
Melissa Ann Freeman
Mariko Walton Fujimura
Lauren Nicole Fullwood
Katherine Jean Gabel
Malory Lynn Gargas
Gabriel Humberto Garrido
Patrick William Gerhold
Erin Elizabeth Glaser
Melissa Kathryn Goos
Charity Danielle Harry
Germaine Bradley Hartfield
Stephanie Marie Helfrich
William Hemberger
Carlos Eugene Houston
Susan Marie Hunt
William John Irwin
Felicia Jernell Johnson
Jenny Nicole Kall
Kevin De'Brye Knight
Timothy Clayton Lang
Nicholas John Lombard
Diane Sheryl Lonsdale
Anthony Frank Madias
Magnus Cum Laude
Evan Warren May
April Leigh McGown
Richard Alexander McLean
Kevin James Morgan
Levi Newton III
Esther Eugenia Nunez
Alana Michelle Osan
Aida M. Perez
Beau Lauren Pilott
Angel M. Posada-Wilcher
Dodi L. Pruitt
Carmen Iris Quintero
Thomas Patrick Rainey
Jamie Aliese Randle
Sarah Qualyce Roberts
Ryan Patrick Roman
Katia Saintfort
Rachel Saintfort
Selena Alicia Santana
Jason Ryan Sassor
Tod Allen Sentner
Joseph Scott Shaw
Cassandra Dael Simon
Ryan Lewis Simpson
Evan Sean Singer
Barbie Ronell Smith
Kerryann Natalie Smith
Nicholas Ross Smith
Nicole Marie Smith
Kristin Nicole Sosa
Andrea Lynn Wroblewski
St. Pierre
Julie Nicole Stevens
James M. Strachan
Eric Anthony Szukis
Andrew Robert Teigtmeyer
Ahmad Rashad Thomas
Brittney Alesa Thomas
Richard Jamerson Timmes
Timothy Nicholas Townson
Kayla Travers
Jennifer Betancur Trawick
Tiafanie Marie Unger
Christopher Roy Vickery

Brenda Wall
Magnus Cum Laude
Amanda Elaine Warren
Seth DeWitt Weightman
Zelda Lashua White
Justin Thomas Woods
King Lun Wu

Criminology and International Studies
Mihaela Maldonado
Cum Laude

Criminology and Psychology
Joel P. M. Leung

Economics
Casey J. Ahern
Olaf Alexander Castanon, Jr.
Samuel F. Creighton IV
James Edward Culp

Magnus Cum Laude
Keeley M. Doying
Catherine Bonifacio Guinto
Stephanie Ann Haines
Kyle Alan Howlett
Ryan Phillip Kaufman
Sara L. Lukrakfa
MUCHAPIWA MAZANO
Matthew Forbes McLean
Rebecca Lynn MESSLER

Candidates For The Bachelors Degree

Magna Cum Laude
Maria Christina Coletta
Summa Cum Laude
Angela Marie Conkel
Amanda Marion Cox
Tara-Neshia Lashawn
Crawford
Ashlee Jean Figg
Margan Michelle Frey
William Patrick Hamman
Jack Richard Hemingway
Sarah Elizabeth Henshaw
Molly Lee Hinson
Amber Karelle Jackson
Jenny Jean
Kristina Marie Kendall
Thomas Russell Kovach
Nanette Lewis Ragsdale
Christopher St. Dominick
Reid
Julian Mechial Riley
Arlette Celeste Sandoval
Jessica Renee Stafford
Matthew Stephen Swartz
Shardae Laren Thorne
Charles P. Trippy III
Sean Patrick Van Vleet
Megan Marie Moschell
Maureen Elizabeth Murphy
Richard L. Przebozski
Monique Rondel Washington
Arnetta Woodall
Johanna P. Zrinyi

Communication, Public & Cultural
Carolyn Dawn Baker
Ryan Christopher Barnett
Jeremy Scott Bills
Magnus Cum Laude
Jelena Cremona
Jessica Elizabeth Gribb
Marisa Kay Dodson
Asgeadech A. Etsubrneh
Leslie Rochelle Filson
Jala Chloe Girod
Nkenji Wondly-Kaye Green
Amy Gregory
Veronica Y. Peterman Jones
Karen Karem Josephs
Kristen Aileen King
Marcelline M. Lanoue
Jacqueline P. Maas
Lauren Marie McSorley
Keli Renea Middleton
Natalyn Marie Miller
Samina Munshie
Luciana Pavone
Daniel Allen Rabinowitz
Veronica Lynn Read
Daniel Nolan Rayon
Rusty Troy Toth
Joseph Valdezale II
Amanda Lee Wregg
Morgan Leigh Yarborough

Criminology
Kimberly Marie Altier
Peter Alexander Andrade
Uvonk Voncll Armstrong
Heather R. Baird
Ashley Jean Bechtel
Jilliam Monique Bell
Lee Reehval
Oriana Trabia Bruno
Joyetta S. Burgess
Jennifer Michelle Burton
Mary Michelle Calaballo
Matthew Leland Cannon
Nicholas S. Carter
Anthony B. Cavalone
Rachel Rebecca Chadezy
Jessica Lachae Chatlow
Shabara Khinomo Clarke
Ian Christopher Coffie
Keith Alan Cook
Drew Frederick Davis
Neal Anthony DeLaca
Kevin Louis Decina
Ashley Dawn Eannarino
Hasan Thomas Edwards
Eileen Altogracia Espinal
Jennifer Joella Farr
Joshua P. Flynn
Melissa Ann Freeman
Mariko Walton Fujimura
Lauren Nicole Fullwood
Katherine Jean Gabel
Malory Lynn Gargas
Gabriel Humberto Garrido
Patrick William Gerhold
Erin Elizabeth Glaser
Melissa Kathryn Goos
Charity Danielle Harry
Germaine Bradley Hartfield
Stephanie Marie Helfrich
William Hemberger
Carlos Eugene Houston
Susan Marie Hunt
William John Irwin
Felicia Jernell Johnson
Jenny Nicole Kall
Kevin De'Brye Knight
Timothy Clayton Lang
Nicholas John Lombard
Diane Sheryl Lonsdale
Anthony Frank Madias
Magnus Cum Laude
Evan Warren May
April Leigh McGown
Richard Alexander McLean
Kevin James Morgan
Levi Newton III
Esther Eugenia Nunez
Alana Michelle Osan
Aida M. Perez
Beau Lauren Pilott
Angel M. Posada-Wilcher
Dodi L. Pruitt
Carmen Iris Quintero
Thomas Patrick Rainey
Jamie Aliese Randle
Sarah Qualyce Roberts
Ryan Patrick Roman
Katia Saintfort
Rachel Saintfort
Selena Alicia Santana
Jason Ryan Sassor
Tod Allen Sentner
Joseph Scott Shaw
Cassandra Dael Simon
Ryan Lewis Simpson
Evan Sean Singer
Barbie Ronell Smith
Kerryann Natalie Smith
Nicholas Ross Smith
Nicole Marie Smith
Kristin Nicole Sosa
Andrea Lynn Wroblewski
St. Pierre
Julie Nicole Stevens
James M. Strachan
Eric Anthony Szukis
Andrew Robert Teigtmeyer
Ahmad Rashad Thomas
Brittney Alesa Thomas
Richard Jamerson Timmes
Timothy Nicholas Townson
Kayla Travers
Jennifer Betancur Trawick
Tiafanie Marie Unger
Christopher Roy Vickery

Brenda Wall
Magnus Cum Laude
Amanda Elaine Warren
Seth DeWitt Weightman
Zelda Lashua White
Justin Thomas Woods
King Lun Wu

Criminology and International Studies
Mihaela Maldonado
Cum Laude

Criminology and Psychology
Joel P. M. Leung

Economics
Casey J. Ahern
Olaf Alexander Castanon, Jr.
Samuel F. Creighton IV
James Edward Culp

Magnus Cum Laude
Keeley M. Doying
Catherine Bonifacio Guinto
Stephanie Ann Haines
Kyle Alan Howlett
Ryan Phillip Kaufman
Sara L. Lukrakfa
MUCHAPIWA MAZANO
Matthew Forbes McLean
Rebecca Lynn MESSLER
Environmental Science & Policy
Jonathan David Corman
Yilmaz Joaquín Díaz
Eric Francis Esser
Jared R. Faniel
Melissa Claire Jones
Cassidy Jill O’Bryant
Tammy Marie Schmaltz
Robert Scott Schroeder
Mark Daniel Squiri
Christopher J. Stephenson
LaToya Mechelle Thomas
Sandra Lee Wilson

Geology
Jeffrey Watson Beeson
David Roger Gunn
John Victor Hanna
Darian David Schweiger
Joshua Grieb Smith

Gerontology
Jacy Erin Grabtree
Kassahun W. Gebremariam
Sara Lynn Peterson

Interdisciplinary Natural Sciences
Bobbie Marie Brice
Divya Siddarame Gowda
Dana Alondra Hilliard
Christopher George Martinez
Patrick Ryan Morton
Aileen Munoz
Susan K. Rodman
Francisco Javier Rosario
Priya Shemeena Singh
Steven Bennett Williams

Medical Technology
Michaëlo Daniel Butyn
Josie Joseph
Jonathon Robert Parinello
Jessica Angela Prawl

Microbiology
Katherine Anne Davis
Cum Laude
Shanel Lanette Fisher
Caroline Frances Franconi, Jr.
Hector G. Leon, Jr.
Krystal Devendra Patel
Joshua Stuart Smith

Bachelor of Social Work
Christine Nicole Durrance
Andrew Wayne Fleming
Heather Lauren Millard
Cum Laude
Vernetta Pounis-Fields
Lori Pritchard-Jackson
Estelle Miriam Roseborough
Klaus-MacMacRuncie

Bachelor of Fine Arts
Art, Graphic Design
Allan Benjamin Cleveland

Bachelor of Science
Environmental Science & Policy
Benjamin M. Fry
Cum Laude
Paul Michael Mueller
Cum Laude
Kathleen Gwyndolyn Pearson

Mass Communications, Journalism-News
Magna Cum Laude

College of Arts and Sciences
St. Petersburg
Frank Bifora, Dean

Bachelor of Arts

College of Business
Magna Cum Laude

Business Economics
Mark A. Courchane

Business
Magna Cum Laude

Magna Cum Laude

Magna Cum Laude

Magna Cum Laude

Magna Cum Laude

Magna Cum Laude

Magna Cum Laude

Magna Cum Laude

Magna Cum Laude

Magna Cum Laude

Magna Cum Laude

Magna Cum Laude

Magna Cum Laude

Magna Cum Laude

Magna Cum Laude

Magna Cum Laude

Magna Cum Laude

Magna Cum Laude
International Business
Matthew Paul Minor
Cum Laude
Domenico Pontoriero
Matthew Ryan Prado
Maria-Jose Ricaurte
Magna Cum Laude
Anna Maria Rubio
Stacey Marie Wood
Management
Melissa Brown
Armando A. Castellon
Jason R. Corona
Liz Maria Cruz Orellana
Christina Marie Fitzpatrick
Amy Corrine Heintzelman
Marita Hernandez
Edwina Mary
Jennifer D. Moore-Hoback
Joanna Isabel Sanchez
Augusto Soled
Jean Vixamar
Alesehia Gail Williams
Justin David Wilson
Management Information Systems
Angela Bravo
Brendy Nicole Hall
Samuel Glen Marks
Angela J. Mesa
Marketing
Darnian Lloyd Bull
Dennis A. Edwards
Kristy V. Yolande Hamilton
Manar Ahmed Harb
William Enrique
Hernandez
Bryan J. Kummer
Amanda Lee Marshall
Jonathan Eric Rushnak
Marketing and Finance
Isabel Ramirez-Lagos
Magna Cum Laude
Bachelor of Science
Accounting
Archchana Alagiriswamy
Magna Cum Laude
Tracy James Antonik
Dale J. Bennett
Sabrina Joan Bertrandt
Jena Jae Boucher
Jordan E. Browne
Candace Deon Byrd
Angela Michelle
Carrodegua
John Nicholas Carroll
Matthew Clay Coates
Danica M. Crayderman
Cam Laude
David Alan Cumberland
Jennifer Lynn Davis
Brandy S. Dixon
Jennifer Elliott Donaldson
Cam Laude
Charissa Lynn
Felgemacher
Joshua Todd Goodelman
Divya Siddarame Gowda
Ashley Elizabeth Grau
William J. Griswold
Julie Ann Guilford
Adam Michael Hunter
Summa Cum Laude
Brian G. Jordan
Elenca Jules
Saemima A. Kwon
Heather L. Laferty
Nicole G. Lalji
Christina Marie Lendemann
Frederick Arthur
Lorentzen, Jr.
Douglas Brady Madden
Rudy Alexander Mayoy
Saman Noor
Debra L. Park
Yati S. Patel
Ruby Phommachanh
Karen M. Prince
Saikiran K. Reddy
Samantha Kay Rhodes
Ashley Janelle Thomas
Sandeep K. Thomas
Nadia Shakira Thompson
Nga Khanh Tran
Erica Nicole Usry
Gonzalez
Christina Renee Villarreal
Magna Cum Laude
Accounting & Finance
Bryan Reynaldo Grullen
Business Economics
Shaun Mario Gonzalez
Carlye Leann Mitrisky
Nicholas James Pedro
Joshua Barrett Shaffer
Malini Shivmangal
Lawrence Varga
Finance
Cody H. Barnes
Cam Laude
Dean Deloss Brown
Valentino Halson Brown
Kathryn Anne Bruno
Darnian Lloyd Bull
Soraya Rena Butler
Dion Carl Cameron
Phavienne Celestin
Douwma Chaine
Terry Chiong
Belmarys Cordero
Kevin James Davis
Omar J. De La Rosa
Michael Rodney DeLisle
Andrew William DiMaio
Joseph L. Dinzeo
Ana Marie Echeverria
Yao Feng
Jill L. Fink
Rachael Marie Flynt
Chad Joseph Fratto
Crystal Jean Glass
Brandon Lamarr Grayson
Juan Carlos Gutierrez S.
Janet L. Harrison
John Francis Harvey
Krystle LaShea Hunt
Roshandri T. Jean-Baptiste
Dawn Jimenez
Tyler Anthony Jordan II
Steven Daniel Kartheiser
Morgan Carah Knight
Cam Laude
Jonathan Kushner
Larry Lee Lindsey
Paul Andrew Lintger
Jessie M. Mangual
Alexander Gregory Manos
Melissa Maxim
Lane William Mayer
Glen A. McGregor
Sonia Merzius
Keith M. Mitchell
Robert Tyler Mitchell
Manuel Ramon Mull
Kevin Ronald O’Brien
Carlos Andres Otero
Eric Brian Pandorf
Charles Augustus Parker
Jason William Pfeffer
Wyatt Robert Priddle
Joshua D. Queipo
Michele Olivia Abigail
Rainford
Branko Beljic
Alexander Rozo
Vann Christopher Russ
David Ryan Russell
Percy Allen Schofield II
Paul James Robert Shabo
Ricardo Jamaal Smith
Shari Diane Smith
Valerie Torosian
Joseph C. Venable
Heather Lynn White
Lorien Waylon Williams
Matthew Maragh Williams
Timothy Leon Wingate, Jr.
Finance & Management
Angela L. Ferguson
General Business Administration
Courtney Burdett
Johnson, Jr.
Magna Cum Laude
General Business Administration, Accounting, Finance
Brittany Michelle Stokes
General Business Administration, Finance, Economics
Darren Jamie Houck
Cam Laude
General Business Administration, Finance, Management
Nicholas W. Chipuruk
Patrick Michael Moon
Marie S. Saintclair
Reyna Ugarte
General Business Administration, Management, Economics
Luis Angel Rivera
General Business Administration, Management, Finance
Heitham E. Ben Saoud
Daihana M. Herrera
James Robert VanOrsdale
General Business Administration, Management, Marketing
Michael Grant Abernethy
Samara R. Davis
Kristen Anne Kleinsorge
Cam Laude
Alerid S. Vinca
General Business Administration, Management Information Systems
Sabrina Ashley Royle
Magna Cum Laude
Marketing, Management
Kylie Jesse Caron
Linda Rose Desile
Amanda Michele Imhoff
Cam Laude
Joshua Taylor Jimenez
Rose Elizabeths Mattera
Cam Laude
Todd Joseph Mazenko
Cam Laude
Kathryn Lynne McCue
Noumouche Mimi Michel
Sunny Patel
Marketing, Management Information Systems
LaNell E. Del Valle
Management
Sarah Ann Baker
Lori June Carino Banadera
Ryan Robert Beckman
James Ernest Boyette
Dalton Cody Brown
Karen Ridgely Bybee
Jason Randall Cates
Erald Ceka
Cam Laude
Robert Daniel Coulsey
Taris Michael Croomer
Joseph Cyriac
Joseph Davidoff
Brian Christopher Davidson
Nicole Marie DeLeon
Jason Adam Deck
Wicke Mal Egbert
Stephanie Renee English
Alison R. Farrow
Edgar Andrew Felce
Anthony Victor Frauenfeld
Andrew Gerges
Edward Gerges
Stephen R. Gude
Cheryl A. Guinnip
Christopher Douglas Hardin
Atara J. Haslem
Altaira LaShonda Hawkins
Daniel R. Hinkle
Jessica Lauren Johnston
Morgan Patrice Jordan
Daniel Jonathan Kadesky
Jonathan M. Kane
Susan Jooybin Kim
Jeremy Edward Kirkland
Crystal Jean Kitchens
Jamie Brian Little
Mariaha Michelle Maxwell
Brenda Jean Mayo
Jason Thomas McGowan
Sean David McLaughlin
Amelia S. Milligan
Kelsey Dawn Morman
Cam Laude
Teena Leann Nienow
Vivian Perry O’Shea-Rodriguez
Karen Onimus
Janie Marie Pugh
Rebecca Puig
Samuel S. Rodney
Robert M. Roe
Seerfem Jaraad Shah
Kelli Joy Smith Leite
Sara Bethany Trimble
Joseph C. Venable
Kerry Victor
Matthew David Wallace
Sarah L. Young
Management and Marketing
Robert Galban
Management Information Systems
Thomas Samuel Apostol II
Kyle A. Baran
Greg L. Blence
Howard Samuel Carney
David Cline Clark
Amy J. Connolly
Abhijeta Dontamsetti
Jeffrey Emmanuel
Jeremy Dwight Gilmore
Adam Corey Goodman
L. Joseph Gray
William K. Karlsen
Richard A. Mason
Michele Lyn McLean
Christopher Gabriel Oberbauer
Jasmine D. Phillip
Jaclyn Nicole Sandoe
Marcos Xavier Valarezo
Ryan David Yeako
Marketing
Michael Edward Barrett, Jr.
Sara E. Berry
Gavan L. Berzman
Jami Marie Bickhardt
Dan G. Bissell
Elizabeth Kim Borger
Krisstie Michele Bright
Matthew Ross Brey
Brett Douglas Carter
Daniel R. Cinegrando
Tyler Joshua Davis
Jessica Erin Delillo
Quinnette Trachelle Ellis
Brittany D. Flood
Lindsay Alexandra Floto
Ryan Christopher Frayne
Jennifer Marie Gabisch
Lindsey Renee Garbelman
Rachel Maxine Goldman
Antonio C. Gould
Colette Guy
Jillian Marie Hanner
Azreel Marie Hayes
Erika Ronika Henderson
Christina Estelle Heruska
Meredith Elaine Huff
College of Business

St. Petersburg
Geralyn McClure Franklin, Dean

Bachelor of Science

Accounting
Heather Colleen Bell
Lorin Baisden Bridge, Jr.
Bobbi A. Gibb's Colyer
Bernadette Maria Cywurski
James Everett Daniels
Nicolas Thomas Desbaults
Melissa D. Houghton
Natalya E. Komarova
Cam Laude
Claire Esther Mays
Melodie Lee Moreno
Roscann V. Moushon
Long Muchini Ngatia
Kelly Ann Sheaffer
Alethea N. Thomas

Finance
David Edward Ayvazi
Ashley Hedrick Bachowski
Marie Mistrikova Bell
Sereninda Cenko
Nicole Anne Chandler
Andrea Helen Hoke
Mandi C. Jeffries
Magnum Cum Laude
Krisopher Allan Kaufmann
Daniel Joseph Kemler
William Ivan Poling
Igor Feliksovich Rubinich
Pedro Sanchez
Christopher Deane Stone
Alethea N. Thomas
David John Worobec

General Business Administration, Accounting, Management
Janette Nicole Hunt

General Business Administration, Management, Finance
Robert Wesley Tolbert

Management
Kate E. Celestan
Summa Cum Laude
Simon Falcon
Michael Joseph Jeffers II
Nicole Jordan Kingan
Kelli Jo Knoll
Heidi Nicole Roller
Randy Oliver Villabala
Angeliqau Austin Williams

Management Information Systems
James W. Ascough
William Lee Murray, Jr.
Anthony John Sansone
Joseph John Sipos

Marketing
Jeremy Matthew曹ad
Crystal Lynn Larsh
Margo Anne Leathers
Summa Cum Laude
Eric Michael Pounders
Robert Jason Schamp
Deanne Chouinard Stevens
Tyler A. Wells

College of Education

Colleen S. Kennedy, Dean

Bachelor of Arts

English Education
Pamela Josefinna Taveras

Foreign Language Education, French
Boguslawa Marie Chikheka
Linda LaPointe
Angela Ann Smith

Bachelor of Science

Early Childhood Education
Jessica Ann Abel
Gwendolyn Royal Lee

Elementary Education
Jacylnn Marie Balderson
Elizabeth Diane Best
Brittany Jo Bril
Cum Laude
Melanie Victoria Cadore
Kenia Ivette Camacho
Katherine Sapp Duncan
Jennifer Margaret
Garlinghouse
Jennifer Marie Gill
Stephanie Raye Hanagraft
Adrienne Claire Jacobs
Shannon Christina Kearney
Ashleigh Jere King
Cecelia Lee Lane
Jodi Nicole Logan
Cum Laude
Tara Lynn Matheney
Alisha Gay Moore
AnnMarie Janeen Parrino
Jarrod Sinclair Poole
Ashley Nickerson Riley
Mandy Tara Rosenblum
Kristy Nichole Rumpf
Jayne Hackl Seller-Plank
Meagan Ellen Smith
Christina Nichole Szatmari
Amy Elizabeth Tracy
Liliana Velusco
Patrice A. Wayne
Christine Mary Wolaver
Cum Laude

English Education
Yashshita Natalia Billue
Dianelle Elizabeth Boddon
Suzanne Torres Cooks
Erica Rae Eppricht
Welsana Z. Kille
Rebecca Velazquez

Mathematics Education
Enedyne Alfred
Colleen Elizabeth Antoinette

Physical Education
Dominic Joseph Cwinkowski

Physical Education, Exercise Science
Manuel Calo IV

Science Education, Biology
Eboni Katrell Faison

Social Science Education
Jamila Aisha Buchanan
Ralph R. Fleming
Brittany Lynn Liftis
Natalasha Arano Masaitis
Arturo Meza, Jr.
Niki Nicole Nemeth
Melissa Marie Politte
Antonio Rodriguez
Magnus Cam Laude
Susan Ann Smith

Special Education: Varying Exceptionalities
Nina Catharine Viana

Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering

Civil Engineering
Candas Alsby
James Andrew Appler, Jr.
Jeremy Chase Ashlock
Cum Laude
Christopher Edward Blair
Yanko Castelanos
Jonathan D. Collins
Cum Laude
Michael A. Holt
William Tremayne Horne
Bradley Winger Karns
Matthew Todd Leeth
Elisha T. J. Masseus
Andrew James Meisheid
Christopher David Mills
Renato Juan Nojadera
Daniel E. Rivera
Kristana Elizabeth Sartore
James Patrick Shetts
Troy Darrell Stevens
Philip Gunn Tanner II
Kevin Donald Whitehead

Civil Engineering, Environmental
Jodie Marie Hansing
Courtney Allison Mann

Bachelor of Science in Computer Engineering

Computer Engineering
Yile Li
Jami Jimenez Montecalle

Bachelor of Science in Computer Science

Computer Science
Christopher Lee
Brennenman
David Frank Condon
Elizabeth R. Correa
Cum Laude
Richard L. Hall
Daniel James Lomsak
Artihiemar Malabogs
Mangosing
Vincen Charles Newman
Cum Laude

Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering

Electrical Engineering
Arnold Herve Bros
Chris A. Chavez
Eric R. Dobranzski
Steven M. Erikson
Matthew J. Evans
Michaela Jenkins
Yuri Machal Jones
Matthew S. Karg
Christian Lappas
Oscar Maria Marquez
Francis D. Oakes
Nazia Afrin Ovee
Pinkat Patel
Thomas Elmer Price
Ivan Fernando Rivera
Joshua D. Robinson
Brian John Stortz
Samuel Kyle Venzieo
Sainvil Victorvil
Bachelor of Science in Engineering

Engineering-General, Electrical Engineering
Kiet Hao Nguy

Bachelor of Science in Industrial Engineering

Industrial Engineering
Agnes N’Dede Acka
Aaron Douglas Kaster
Miguel Angel Montoya Diaz
Steven L. Pilcher
Maria Juliana Pinilla Obregon
Carlos Arturo Portilla Lopez
Pedro Pastor Sarmiento
Maria Leonor Suarez Pachon

Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering

Mechanical Engineering
Adam Robert Ballans
Robert Carl Barenbrugge
Nicole Louise Beckett
Edward Joseph Buschelman
Lynford Oral Davis
Jacob Thomas Erpenbeck
Renaldo Alvin Evans
Daniel M. Gwozdz
Gary Stephen Hendrick
Craig M. Jameson
Jason Keith Kappler
Ricardo Mendoza
Daniel Scott Morris
Nicholas Choi Nabors
Joseph Mario Schifano
Daniel Vilceus
Christopher Wade
Brent Alan Waluzak
Matthew Alan Wills
John William Wreford
Krzysztof P. Ziolkowski

College of Nursing

Patricia A. Burns, Dean

Bachelor of Science in Nursing

Nursing
Nicole Marie Addison
Dina Aly
Jessica Kehinde Bailey
David Baum
Lucie Maria Beeler
Rachael E. Bierschenk
Mary Searles Blankenship
Cassidy L. Braak
Lauren Ann Buglio
Chris Hugo Caloto
Amber Elizabeth Cook
Richard Daniel Creasy
Christina Marie Cruz
Jovan Nicole Cullins
Brittany Charmaine Davis
Amanda DeFilippis
Ashley M. Dearinger
Marbelle Factor de la Cruz
Lori Ann Denton
Hope Tawainee Demons
Shurlette M. Dunkley
Fiona Jane Elliott
Horacio Figueroa
Jennifer May Forrer
Annette M. Foss
Melissa Ashley Gaal
Casey Love Gamble
Tammy Marie Gardiner
Stephanie Nicole Garner
Ilka Luetta George
Jennifer Lee Gilpin
Mary Elizabeth Giovannetti
Kellerie Dawn Greene
Cristal Marie Grimes
Ayan Guliyeva
Saracrytal E. Hanson
Jennna Lauren Tolbel
Jeremy Dale Trask
Krysta Dawn Valiquette
Jared M. Wild
Joseph Jelks Wallace
Jennifer Nicole Waller
Jenn Cenich White
Maura May White
Kellie Dawn Wynn
Summa Cum Laude
Avgreen Michelle Wynn
Cum Laude
Magna Cum Laude

Undergraduate Studies
W. Robert Sullins, Dean

Bachelor of Science in Hospitality Management

Talal Tassi

Bachelor of Science in Applied Science

Applied Science, Business Administration
Timothy Matthew Arnold
Richard A. Cevallos
Elisabeth G. Kane
Nyna Charlene Lyle

Applied Science, Criminal Justice

Amanda Jean Horton
Roberta Diane Rodgers

Applied Science, Early Childhood Development
Martha Beatriz Aguiar
Donreece Brown
Kathryn Elizabeth Burgess
Antoinette L. Meyer
Kristy Dawn Mossallam

Applied Science, Environmental Policy
Victor W. Cannuscio

Applied Science, Information Technology

Thomas Brian Brown
Summa Cum Laude

Applied Science, Public Health

Roberta Ann Rhoda

Bachelor of Science in Information Technology

Information Technology
Marco Antonio Aguilar
Christopher P. Ciappina
Diane Titus Davis
Tammy Cam Laude
Adam Joseph Dunhoft
Elgin F. Favis
Tyler Vann-Campbell

College of Visual & Performing Arts

Ron Jones, Dean

Bachelor of Arts in Dance, Modern
Brooke Marie Bradley
Jessica Morgan Gilmore
Lauren Ashley LaPatin

Bachelor of Music

Susan Hopkins Laurence
David C. Martin
Emily Elizabeth Roff

Bachelor of Science in Education

Kiet Hao Nguy

Music Education

Teddy Evans Jurik

Bachelor of Science in Business Administration

William Millington

Bachelor of Business Administration in Business Management

Kimberly Renee Lewis

Bachelor of Business Administration in Business Management

Jolene J. Marshall

Bachelor of Business Administration in Business Management

Diana Marie Marvin

Bachelor of Business Administration in Business Management

Nicole M. Matchett

Bachelor of Business Administration in Business Management

Jessica Lynn McGuire

Bachelor of Business Administration in Business Management

Alaina Marie Martinez

Bachelor of Business Administration in Business Management

Nicole Marie Addison

Bachelor of Business Administration in Business Management

Dina Aly

Bachelor of Business Administration in Business Management

Jessica Kehinde Bailey

Bachelor of Business Administration in Business Management

David Baum

Bachelor of Business Administration in Business Management

Lucie Maria Beeler

Bachelor of Business Administration in Business Management

Rachael E. Bierschenk

Bachelor of Business Administration in Business Management

Mary Searles Blankenship

Bachelor of Business Administration in Business Management

Cassidy L. Braak

Bachelor of Business Administration in Business Management

Lauren Ann Buglio

Bachelor of Business Administration in Business Management

Chris Hugo Caloto

Bachelor of Business Administration in Business Management

Amber Elizabeth Cook

Bachelor of Business Administration in Business Management

Richard Daniel Creasy

Bachelor of Business Administration in Business Management

Christina Marie Cruz

Bachelor of Business Administration in Business Management

Jovan Nicole Cullins

Bachelor of Business Administration in Business Management

Brittany Charmaine Davis

Bachelor of Business Administration in Business Management

Amanda DeFilippis

Bachelor of Business Administration in Business Management

Ashley M. Dearinger

Bachelor of Business Administration in Business Management

Marbelle Factor de la Cruz

Bachelor of Business Administration in Business Management

Hope Tawainee Demons

Bachelor of Business Administration in Business Management

Shurlette M. Dunkley

Bachelor of Business Administration in Business Management

Fiona Jane Elliott

Bachelor of Business Administration in Business Management

Horacio Figueroa

Bachelor of Business Administration in Business Management

Jennifer May Forrer

Bachelor of Business Administration in Business Management

Annette M. Foss

Bachelor of Business Administration in Business Management

Melissa Ashley Gaal

Bachelor of Business Administration in Business Management

Casey Love Gamble

Bachelor of Business Administration in Business Management

Tammy Marie Gardiner

Bachelor of Business Administration in Business Management

Stephanie Nicole Garner

Bachelor of Business Administration in Business Management

Ilka Luetta George

Bachelor of Business Administration in Business Management

Jennifer Lee Gilpin

Bachelor of Business Administration in Business Management

Mary Elizabeth Giovannetti

Bachelor of Business Administration in Business Management

Kellerie Dawn Greene

Bachelor of Business Administration in Business Management

Cristal Marie Grimes

Bachelor of Business Administration in Business Management

Ayan Guliyeva

Bachelor of Business Administration in Business Management

Saracrytal E. Hanson

Bachelor of Business Administration in Business Management

Jennna Lauren Tolbel

Bachelor of Business Administration in Business Management

Jeremy Dale Trask

Bachelor of Business Administration in Business Management

Krysta Dawn Valiquette

Bachelor of Business Administration in Business Management

Jared M. Wild

Bachelor of Business Administration in Business Management

Joseph Jelks Wallace

Bachelor of Business Administration in Business Management

Jennifer Nicole Waller

Bachelor of Business Administration in Business Management

Jenn Cenich White

Bachelor of Business Administration in Business Management

Maura May White

Bachelor of Business Administration in Business Management

Kellie Dawn Wynn

Bachelor of Business Administration in Business Management

Summa Cum Laude

Avgreen Michelle Wynn

Cum Laude

Magna Cum Laude


Applied Science, Early Childhood Development

Martha Beatriz Aguiar

Donreece Brown

Kathryn Elizabeth Burgess

Antoinette L. Meyer

Kristy Dawn Mossallam

Applied Science, Environmental Policy

Victor W. Cannuscio

Applied Science, Information Technology

Thomas Brian Brown

Summa Cum Laude

Applied Science, Public Health

Roberta Ann Rhoda

Bachelor of Science in Information Technology

Information Technology

Marco Antonio Aguilar

Christopher P. Ciappina

Diane Titus Davis

Tammy Cam Laude

Adam Joseph Dunhoft

Elgin F. Favis

Tyler Vann-Campbell

College of Visual & Performing Arts

Ron Jones, Dean

Bachelor of Arts in Dance, Modern

Brooke Marie Bradley

Jessica Morgan Gilmore

Lauren Ashley LaPatin

Studio Art

Katriona Anne Bennett

Magna Cum Laude

Theatre, Theatre Performance

Dana Rae Derek

Gregory Geffrard

Bachelor of Fine Arts

Dance, Modern

Brooke Marie Bradley

Jessica Morgan Gilmore

Lauren Ashley LaPatin

Studio Art

Katriona Anne Bennett

Magna Cum Laude

Theatre, Theatre Design

Joel Adam Haker

Bachelor of Music

Music, Performance

Susan Hopkins Laurence

David C. Martin

Emily Elizabeth Roff

Cum Laude

Marie L. Sinco

Rachel Lynn Spurling

Cum Laude

Bachelor of Science in Business Administration

Kiet Hao Nguy

Bachelor of Business Administration in Business Management

William Millington

Bachelor of Business Administration in Business Management

Kimberly Renee Lewis

Bachelor of Business Administration in Business Management

Jolene J. Marshall

Bachelor of Business Administration in Business Management

Alaina Marie Martinez

Bachelor of Business Administration in Business Management

Nicole M. Matchett

Bachelor of Business Administration in Business Management

Jessica Lynn McGuire

Bachelor of Business Administration in Business Management

Patricia M. Mclaughlin

Bachelor of Business Administration in Business Management

Daisy Annadrea McWhite

Bachelor of Business Administration in Business Management

Caroline M. Metzel

Bachelor of Business Administration in Business Management

Meghan Marie Milich

Bachelor of Business Administration in Business Management

Shannon Leigh Morse

Bachelor of Business Administration in Business Management

Brittany Nicole Mueller

Bachelor of Business Administration in Business Management

Magna Cum Laude

Bachelor of Business Administration in Business Management

Lindsey Rae Neely

Bachelor of Business Administration in Business Management

Samantha Kaylee Nickles

Bachelor of Business Administration in Business Management

Meghan Renee Nist

Bachelor of Business Administration in Business Management

Lindsey J. North

Bachelor of Business Administration in Business Management

Ashley Michelle Nye

Bachelor of Business Administration in Business Management

Stefanie Michele Olmstead

Bachelor of Business Administration in Business Management

Amanda Olsen

Bachelor of Business Administration in Business Management

Amanda Kristen Pettry

Bachelor of Business Administration in Business Management

Garnet Noel Priest

Bachelor of Business Administration in Business Management

Lorna Dawn Rajaram

Bachelor of Business Administration in Business Management

Karen E. Ricardi

Bachelor of Business Administration in Business Management

Rafael Rios

Bachelor of Business Administration in Business Management

Melissa Gayle Rubin

Bachelor of Business Administration in Business Management

Magna Cum Laude

Bachelor of Business Administration in Business Management

Rene Rutledge

Bachelor of Business Administration in Business Management

Magna Cum Laude

Bachelor of Business Administration in Business Management

Amanda Joy Ruttle

Bachelor of Business Administration in Business Management

Marian Lourdes Santos

Bachelor of Business Administration in Business Management

Magna Cum Laude

Bachelor of Business Administration in Business Management

Consuelo Alexandra Scoggins

Bachelor of Business Administration in Business Management

Amanda Noelle Sills

Bachelor of Business Administration in Business Management

Brianne Blanchard Slade

Bachelor of Business Administration in Business Management

Jenna Lauren Tolbel

Bachelor of Business Administration in Business Management

Jeremy Dale Trask

Bachelor of Business Administration in Business Management

Krysta Dawn Valiquette

Bachelor of Business Administration in Business Management

Jared M. Wild

Bachelor of Business Administration in Business Management

Alisha Lynn Workman

Bachelor of Business Administration in Business Management

Amanda Kaye Wynn

Bachelor of Business Administration in Business Management

Summa Cum Laude

Avgreen Michelle Wynn

Magna Cum Laude

Bachelor of Business Administration in Business Management

Undergraduate Studies

W. Robert Sullins, Dean

Bachelor of Science in Hospitality Management

Talal Tassi

Bachelor of Science in Applied Science

Applied Science, Business Administration

Timothy Matthew Arnold

Richard A. Cevallos

Elisabeth G. Kane

Nyna Charlene Lyle

Bachelor of Science, Criminal Justice

Amanda Jean Horton

Roberta Diane Rodgers

Arranged in order of graduation.
Alma Mater

Hail to thee, our Alma Mater
  May thy name be told,
Where above thy gleaming splendor,
  Waves the green and gold.
Thou our guide in quest for knowledge
  Where we all are free
University of South Florida,
  Alma Mater, hail to thee!

Be our guide in truth and wisdom
  As we onward go,
May thy glory, fame and honor
  Never cease to grow,
May our thoughts and prayers
  be with thee through eternity,
University of South Florida,
  Alma Mater, Hail to thee!